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Excimer Laser Etching of Si and SiN
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Laser etching characteristics of Si and Plasma-SiN are lnvestigated. The
difference of etching bhreshold powers is explained by the surface heating
efficiencies. To reduce threshold power of Si etching, quarz cover and SiN precoating
are effective. Submicron proJection ebching is performed using this systen.

1 . INTRODUCTION

In recent years, new etching technologies
have been proposed to satisfy the requiremenbs

of bhe fubure VLSI fabrication processes. Photo-

enhanced etching is one of the promising
techniques to realize damageless projection
etching( 1 ). We have already reported a Si
etching lechnique using ArF excimer laser and

SF6 gas(2). In that paper, the nonLinear power

dependence of the etch rate was observed and Si
surface seemed to be heated up to a melting
point above bhe threshold laser power.

To apply this technique bo the VLSI

fabricabion process, there are three technical
problems to be solved. The firsb is reductlon of
laser power. The second is increasing etch rabe.
The third is improvemenb of the spatial
resolution.

In bhis work, SiN ebching is examined in low

power region, apd bhe mebhod to reduce bhe laser
power of Si ebching is developed. The example of
fine patterning using this bechnique is also
shown.

2 . EXPERIMENTAL

The schemabic diagram of the experimenbal

apparatus is shown Fig..]. The excimer laser beam

was focused on bhe subsbnabe perpendicularly

A-4-2

through the suprasil window. The patberning was

carried out by putbing the proJection mask near

the wafer surface. The reaction chamber was

filled with SF6 gas. All the experiment was

perforned ab room temperature. The repebition
rate and durat,ion lime of the laser pulse were

5O Hz and llnsec respectively. The peak power of
the la3er was varied from 5 bo 40 WI/cnZ. The

laser was operated at 193nm(ArF) and 248nm(KrF).
p( 100) single Si ,poly-Si ,and plasma-SiN

were used. The Si sample was cLeaned by the
diluted HF solution before the experiment.

Etched depth was measured by the mechanical

sbylus or SEM photograph.

3.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Etching charateristics of Si and SiN

Opbical and thermal properbies of Si and SiN

are listed in the bable 1. Plasma-SiN has littte
reflectivity and large thermal resistiviby that
is feasibLe for the Low laser power etching.

Fig.2 shows lhe laser peak power dependence

of bhe etch rate. Threshold laser peak power for
the etching reaction is observed in both poly-Si
and plasma-SiN etching. respectively In the
case of SiN ebching, bhe differenb laser
threshold power of 6MW/cm2(ArF) and

16MW/cm2(KrF) are observed. In bhe poly-Si case,
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the bhreshold power(24MW/cn2) does not depend on

the laser wavelength. The ebch rabe depends

nonlinearly on the laser peak in both cases. The

high etch rate of 80 E/pufse is.achieved at bhe

Z0ttihl/ cn? ln plasma-SiN ebching.
These effects can be explained by bhe thermal

and optical properties of Si and SiN which are
shown in bable 1. If bhe thermal dissociation of
SF6 near the surface is dominant in this etching
reaction, the surface bemperabure of the sample

has to corespond to the dissociabion
temperabure of SF6 at the threshold laser peak

power. The surface heabing efficiency is
estlmated by the following fomula.

SURFACE

HEATING

EFFICIENCY

THERI'{AL
= c n(1-R)nnEsrsrtrvlTy

o : AbsorpLion coefflceint
R : Reflecbivlby

The surface heabing efficiency should meeb

wibh the inverse of ebching threshold laser peak

power. Bobh values shows good agreement as

lisfed in tabLe.1. Thermal dissociation SF6 is
considered to play an important role in this
reacfion.

The high ebch rabe(B0A/pulse) of SiN is due

to bhe high bhermal resistivity lhab holds fhe
high temperature stabe much longer than Si.

The SF6 gas pressure dependence of the efch
rabe is shown in Fig.l. The eteh rate of plasma-

SiN ls propotional to bhe SF6 gas pressure. 0n

the other hand, Si etch rate seems to be

saturated in the high pressure region. The gas

dissociation and etching reaction occurs
simullaneously on SiN surface, but in the case

of 51 etching another mechanism should be

proposed. For example, the sticking effect of
reaction product can be baken into account.

3.2 Si etching at low laser power region

It, is supposed bhat ebch rate can be

increased by concentrating reactive product.
Three types of configuration are tesbed. In bhe

case of (A), p-type single Si cleaned by

diluted HF is ebched in usual configuration. In

the case of (B), the sane sample as (A) ls used,

and quarz plabe is pub on above the subsbrate
surface. The gap bebween quarz plate and

substrate is abouf 25 pn. In bhe case of (C)

plasma-SiN(3000A) coafed Si is ebched wibh the
same configuratlon as (B). In bhis case ebch

rabe is estimated by subfracbing the coated SiN

etch time from the total ebching bime.

The laser peak po$rer dependence of etch rate in
these three experiments are shown in Fig.4. The

calculabed surface bemperature is also shown.

The non-equilibrium heab propagation equation is
solved numerically by the finibe differen,ce
schem.e(3141. The bhreshold laser peak power are
reduced in fhe cofigurabion (B) and (C). The

surface temperature at bhe ebching bhreshold
Iaser peak power is t6Oot for (A) ,1200t for
(B), and 80ot for (c), respectively.

The etched depth is propoiionat to the
deposited lasen pulse at (A) and (C). 0n the
other hand, in the case of (B) the eLehing delay
bime is observed near the threshold power. The

laser peak power dependence of this delay time
is shown in Fig.5.

lfe consider thab these phenomena may be

explained by bhe formation of the surface
deposibed film thab supplies the ebching species
for Si etching. In configuration (B) the low

conducbance of the gas is effecbive bo form the
surface deposited film which supplies reacbive
products and promotes ebching reaction. The

delay time seems to correspond to bhe inibiat
growth time of bhe deposited fiIn. In the
configuration (C), the initial growbh of the
deposited fil.m may be complebed before bhe Si
ebching ,because bhe etch rate of SiN is higher
than Si. The activabion energy for this etching
reaction is calculated fo be 0,49 eV ab (C).

3.3 ProJection pabberning

The proximity projection ebching was perf,ormed

in this etching sysbem. The examples are shown

in PhoLo.l for poly-Si, Photo.2 for plasma-SiN,

and Phobo.3 for single Si. The 0.5 pm space

patterning of plasma-SiN is well achieved. The

reason for bhese high spabial resolution is due

to the nonlinear ebch rate dependence of



bhe laser peak power.

4.SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The excimer laser etching characteristics of
Si and SiN are compared. In SiN 

. 
case, bhe

threshold power depends on laser wavelength(G
W/em? for ArF, 15 MW/cm2 for KrF). 0n the olher
hand, the sane bhreshold power (ZIItttI/cn?) is
observed in Si. This is explained by means of
surface heabing efficiencies calculabed by
opt,ical and thermal constant of Si and SiN.

The etching threshold laser power of bhe

single Si is reduced by bhe combination of
quarz plate cover and the plasma-SiN precoating.
The reason for this reduction of etching
threshold laser power is not clear, but bhese

condition may enhance suface sticklng of the
film that supplies bhe etching species. This
effecb increases ebchlng raLe in bhe low power

region.
The application of this etching reaction to

plasma-SiN , poly-Sl, and single Si pabberning

were performed. The submicron paftern of bhe

plasma-SiN is obtained by the proximiby
proJectlon.

lrle think this laser ebching technique is one

of the eandidafes to realize submicron
pabberning.
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Fig. l Schemabic diagram of the experimental
apparatus.
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Fig.2 Laser peak power dependece of lhe
SiN etch rate.
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Table.1 Opbical and thermal
The experimental vaLue is

of Si and SiN.
of the bhreshold laser

properties
bhe inverse

Absorrt i on
coelficient 1-R Ihernal

resistivity !!99tinselttetency Erperinent

siN
ArF 1 1 1 I 1

KrF o. 44 1. 1 1 0. 48 0. 33

Si ArF
KrIr 5. I o. 42 0. 2 o. 42 0. 30

power.
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Fig.3 SF6 gas pressure dependence of the Si
SiN et,ch rate.
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Fig.4 Laser peak power dependence of the single
Sl ebch rabe. The difference between lhree bypes
of fhe etching configuration can be seen.
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Fig.5 Plot of ebching delay time as a function
of the laser peak. power. The infinity indicates
the sample belng nob etched at that laser peak

powen.
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Photo.l Poly-Si patt,ern formed

ebching.
by the proJection

Photo.2 Plasma-SiN pabtern obbained by the
proJection ebching. 0.5 pn spaee pattern is
formed.

Phobo.3 Single Si pabtern obtained
proJecbion ebching.

by the


